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Evaluation of spatial tasks in virtual acoustic environments by means

of modeling individual localization performances
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ABSTRACTVirtual acoustic environments (VAEs) are an excellent tool in hearing research, especially in the context ofinvestigating spatial-hearing abilities. On the one hand, the development of VAEs requires a solidevaluation, which can be simplified by applying auditory models. On the other hand, VAE researchprovides data, which can support the further improvement of auditory models. Here, we describe howBayesian inference can predict listeners' behavior when estimating the spatial direction of a static soundsource presented in a VAE experiment. We show which components of the behavioral process are reflectedin the model structure. Importantly, we highlight which acoustic cues are important to obtain accuratemodel predictions of listeners’ localization performance in VAE. Moreover, we describe the influence ofspatial priors and sensorimotor noise on response behavior. To account for inter-individual differences, wefurther demonstrate the necessity of individual calibration of sensory noise parameters in addition to theindividual acoustic properties captured in head-related transfer functions.
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1 INTRODUCTIONThe fidelity of virtual acoustic environments (VAEs) is commonly assessed via psychoacousticexperiments. However, these procedures are usually time-consuming and limited to small samplesizes (1). A more efficient alternative utilizes computational models to evaluate VAEs for a largerpopulation (2). In particular, auditory localization models can be applied to investigate the variousattributes of spatial audio quality in VAEs (3). However, models that investigate sound localizationare usually limited to either the horizontal (4), vertical (5) or radial (6) dimension while VAEsprovide the users with a 3D sound experience.To overcome this limitation, we here present a Bayesian inference framework that is capable ofincorporating multiple spatial features as well as prior knowledge. The probabilistic approach isfurther designed to accommodate inter-individual differences in perceptual uncertainty with the aimto match the localization performance of a human individual to the best possible degree. Ourevaluation of the framework mainly focused on the vertical dimension where inter-individualdifferences are quite pronounced (7).
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2 THE MODELThe basic structure of the model framework is depicted in Fig. 1A. The model first extractsspatial features such as interaural time differences (ITDs), interaural level differences (ILDs), andmonaural spectral-shape cues from the binaural sound. These features are corrupted by additiveGaussian noise with individual variance in order to limit the sensitivity to individual cues. Then,those noisy input features are compared with location-specific templates to obtain a spatiallikelihood function. Bayesian inference then combines the likelihood with priors to form a posteriordistribution. The maximum of this distribution comprises the optimal choice in a spatialidentification task. Finally, a sensorimotor scatter is introduced to predict the listener’s spatialpointing response in a localization experiment.By using gradient extraction to extract monaural spectral-shape cues (6), a very simplisticapproach to extract ITDs and ILDs (8), and a persistent spatial prior reducing the likelihood ofelevated sources (9), the model can be fitted to listener-specific localization performance reasonablywell. Fig. 1B shows results for five listeners and three commonly used performance metrics,evaluating localization accuracy on the horizontal dimension (LE, top row), on the verticaldimension (PE, middle row), and with respect to the frequency of large errors such as front/backconfusions (QE, bottom row). While the metrics of good localizers such as NH12 (most left column)can be fitted very well, deviations between actual and simulation results remain especially for poorlocalizers such as NH18 (most right column).The model implementation is named as barumerli2022 in the Auditory Modelling Toolbox (10)and it can be tested by running the script demo_barumerli2022.
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Figure 1: (A) Structure of the Bayesian spatial auditory model framework; (B) directcomparison of subject and model performances in terms of lateral, polar and quadrant errors(LE, PE and QE, respectively) as defined in (1).
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